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Abstract: Climate change, global warming, pollution, and energy crisis are the major growing
concerns of this era, which have initiated the electrification of transport. The electrification of
roadway transport has the potential to drastically reduce pollution and the growing demand for
energy and to increase the load demand of the power grid, thereby giving a rise to technological
and commercial challenges. Thus, charging load prediction is a crucial and demanding issue for
maintaining the security and stability of power systems. During recent years, random forest has
gained a lot of popularity as a powerful machine learning technique for classification as well as
regression analysis. This work develops a random forest (RF)-based approach for predicting charging
demand. The proposed method is validated for the prediction of public e-bus charging demand in
the city of Helsinki, Finland. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our scheme.

Keywords: charger; demand; E bus; random forest; electric vehicle; charging; demand; methodology

1. Introduction

Climate change, global warming, pollution, and energy crisis are the major growing
concerns of this era that have initiated the electrification of transport. Vehicles act as the
major emitters of air pollutants ranging from nitrogen oxides (NOx) to the particulate
matters (PM) affecting human health as well as the environment [1–4]. It is estimated by
European Environmental Agency that road transport contributes about 70% of NO2 and
30% of PM [1]. The electrification of transport has received much attention in recent years as
a means to control the global concerns regarding pollution and growing energy demand, as
well as climate change. It is obvious that the electrification of transport will increase the load
demand drastically. The electrification of transport in an unplanned and uncoordinated
manner may have a serious impact on the power grid, such as voltage profile deterioration,
harmonics, degraded reliability indices, and transformer overloading [5–12]. However, the
negative impacts of electric vehicle (EV) charging can be drastically reduced by a suitable
energy management strategy. Thus, EV charging load prediction is an important issue for
maintaining the smooth and hassle-free operation of the power distribution network.

In recent years, the accurate prediction and forecasting of the EV charging load has
received a lot of research focus. Table 1 presents a systematic review of the existing research
work on this arena. In [13], a wavelet-decomposition-based approach was used for charging
demand prediction of central road, which is an urban area of Sri Lanka. In [14], a Markov
chain and graph-theory-based approach was applied for predicting the charging demand of
the private EVs operating in Seoul, South Korea. In [15], the authors used different machine
learning techniques, e.g., gradient boosting and support vector machine (SVM), for the
charging demand prediction of Nebraska, USA. Furthermore, the performances of gradient
boosting and SVM on the charging demand prediction were compared based on the mean
square error (MSE) and root mean square error (RMSE). In [16], a probabilistic approach
based on the normal distribution was employed for the charging demand prediction of
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Copenhagen, Denmark. In [17], a two-layer data-driven approach and neural network
were used for predicting the charging demand of Guangzhou, China. In [18], the authors
applied the Monte Carlo method for predicting the charging demand of taxis, buses,
and official EVs of Shenzhen, China. In [19], authors used the Monte Carlo technique
for simulating the EV arrival rate and hidden Markov model (HMM) for predicting the
charging demand of a standard IEEE 53 bus network in the dumb and smart charging
scenario. In [20], the authors proposed a queuing theory and Monte-Carlo-based model
for charging demand prediction. The model was validated on a 33 node road network.
In [21], the authors developed an adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) and
teaching-learning-based optimization (TLBO) model for predicting the state of charge
(SOC) of private EVs. The proposed scheme was validated on experimental datasets from
the Prognostics Center of Excellence at NASA. In [22], a support vector machine (SVM)- and
wolf pack algorithm (WPA)-based approach was used for the short-term load forecasting of
e-bus charging stations. In [23], the authors proposed a hybrid fuzzy inference and Monte-
Carlo-based approach for private EV charging demand prediction. In [24], the authors
developed a Q-learning-based model for EV charging demand prediction considering
different scenarios, such as uncoordinated charging, coordinated charging, and smart
charging. In [25], the authors studied a Markov-model-based tool named bCharge for
charging demand prediction and the scheduling of e-buses. The model was validated
for the real time e-bus fleet of Shenzhen, China. In [26], the authors modelled an ideal
city that had e-taxis for public transport and proposed a Monte-Carlo-based approach
for the prediction of the e-taxi charging demand. In [27] a velocity and state of charge
(SOC) prediction model for e-buses was proposed by using a genetic algorithm (GA)-
and dynamic programming (DP)-based approach. In [28], the authors used the elastic
coefficient method to predict private EV charging demand in Chengdu, China. In [29], a
reinforcement-learning-based approach was applied for predicting the charging demand of
e-buses in a smart grid environment. In [30], a moving horizon optimization (MHO)-based
scheme was proposed for energy consumption estimation in the case of e-buses.

Table 1. Review of research works on the prediction of charging demand.

Ref Year Vehicle Category Methodology Test Network

[13] 2017 Private EV Wavelet decomposition Urban area of Sri Lanka

[14] 2017 Private EV Markov chain and graph theory Seoul, South Korea

[15] 2021 Private EV Gradient Boosting and SVM Nebraska, USA

[16] 2019 Private EV Probabilistic approach based on
normal distribution Copenhagen, Denmark

[17] 2021 Private EV Data-driven two-layer approach and
neural network Guangzhou, China

[18] 2020 Taxi, E bus, and official EV Monte Carlo Shenzhen, China

[19] 2017 Private EV Monte Carlo and HMM IEEE 53 bus system

[20] 2017 Private EV Queuing theory and Monte Carlo 33 node road network

[21] 2018 Private EV TLBO and ANFIS Experimental data from the Prognostics
Center of Excellence at NASA

[22] 2018 E bus SVM and WPA Baoding, China

[23] 2019 Private EV Fuzzy logic and Monte Carlo NHTS dataset

[24] 2020 Private EV Reinforcement learning Generated dataset considering different
EV penetration rate

[25] 2018 E bus Markov model Shenzhen, China

[26] 2017 E taxi Monte Carlo Ideal city with E taxi

[27] 2020 E bus GA and DP Ideal city with E bus

[28] 2018 Private EV Elastic coefficient method Chengdu, China

[29] 2019 E bus Reinforcement learning St. Albert Transit, AB, Canada

[30] 2018 E bus MHO Edmonton Transit Service (ETS)
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Figure 1 presents a quantitative analysis of the reported research work. From Figure 1,
it is observed that there is relatively less work that investigates the charging demand predic-
tion for buses as compared to private EVs. However, during recent years, many countries,
such as China, USA, Norway, Finland, Germany, India, Russia, and Sweden [31–36], have
placed emphasis on electrifying bus routes. The electrification of bus routes will drastically
increase the load demand of the power grid, thereby giving rise to technological and com-
mercial challenges. Driven by the aforementioned factors, the present work focuses on the
prediction of e-bus charging demand. This work proposes a novel random-forest-based
approach for the prediction of e-bus charging demand. Random forest is a flexible super-
vised machine learning algorithm that can be used for both classification and regression
problems [37,38]. Moreover, random forest reduces overfitting and can be used for both
categorical and continuous values, which automates missing data. The applications of
random forest algorithm are found in diverse areas, e.g., feature selection [39], remote
sensing [40], forest carbon mapping [41], hail forecasting [42], android malware detec-
tion [43], image classification [44], and air quality classification [45]. Hence, inspired by
the superior performances of the random forest algorithm in dealing with such a wide
range of real-life problems, our work uses a random-forest-based approach for charging
demand prediction. The model was validated for Helsinki, Finland. Helsinki Regional
Transport (HSL) has plans to make one in every three buses operating in Helsinki electric by
2025 [46]. Moreover, the EV developer Linkker has loaned several e-buses to HSL for pilot
projects [46]. Therefore, it is expected that Helsinki is a good test case for the validation of
the proposed approach. In comparison to the existing results, the key contributions of our
research work are:

• A novel random-forest-based approach for the prediction of e-bus charging demand;
• Comparison of the random forest algorithm with other state-of-the-art methods of

coping with the charging demand prediction problem;
• Guide for bus electrification of Helsinki, Finland.
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Figure 1. Quantitative analysis of reported research works on charging demand prediction.

2. Random Forest Algorithm

As previously mentioned, random forest is a supervised machine learning technique
that can be used for handling both classification and regression problems [38]. The ran-
dom forest is based on ensemble learning, combining multiple classifiers for solving an
intricate problem. Random forest contains a number of decision trees on different sub-
sets of the datasets. It takes the mean to improve the overall prediction accuracy of the
given datasets [38,39]. Random forest takes the prediction from each tree, and based on
the majority votes of predictions, it can predict the final output [38]. The accuracy of the
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random forest is directly proportional to the number of trees used. The working principle
of random forest is shown in Figure 2.
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Some of the advantages of random forest are as follows:

1. It reduces overfitting and helps to improve accuracy;
2. It is flexible and can be used for classification as well as regression problems;
3. It works well with both categorical and continuous values;
4. It automates missing values present in the data;
5. Normalizing the data is not required, as it uses a rule-based approach.

3. Methodology
3.1. Dataset Generation

A dataset needs to be fed to the random forest model for training and testing. In this
work, a historical dataset is built for a one-year period. The transition from conventional
vehicles to EVs is still in a nascent stage. Therefore, real time data for charging demand
prediction is not always available. However, the authors would like to state that the
synthetic data was generated based on the real-world data of bus timetables.

The algorithm used for generating the historical dataset is given in Figure 3. In our
approach, the charging datasets were created separately for all the charging centers (only
depot charging was considered). The energy consumed and charging time of the e-buses
depended on the arrival time and the state of charge (SOC) of the buses. The SOC was
dependent on the distances travelled by the buses [47].

3.2. Charging Demand Prediction

The charging demand prediction made by the random forest model is elaborated in
Section 2. The random forest is based on ensemble learning, which combines multiple
classifiers for dealing with an intricate problem. A random forest contains a number of
decision trees on different subsets of the datasets. It takes the mean to improve overall
prediction accuracy of the given dataset [38,39]. A random forest takes the prediction
from each tree and, based on the majority votes of the predictions, it can predict the final
output [38]. The prediction accuracy of the random forest is directly proportional to the
number of trees. Our step-by-step approach for the charging demand prediction is shown
in Figure 4.
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4. Numerical Analysis
4.1. Bus Network and Charging Dataset

The proposed prediction model was validated for a selected bus line of Helsinki,
Finland. The line 11 operating from Tapiola to Friisilä in Espoo was chosen for validation
of the model [48]. The details of the buses operating in that route are given in Table 2.
The specifications of the e-buses considered in the analysis are in Table 3. The trip details
computed based on the bus timetable and e-bus specifications are presented in Table 4. This
work considers that only depot charging is sufficient for the e-buses. Thus, the charging
prediction is performed for the following locations:

• Matinkylä (M);
• Teekkarikylä;
• Hyljeveneentie;
• Munkkiranta;
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• Tuomarilankallio;
• Alakaupunki;
• Leppävaaran asema.
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Table 2. Timetable of buses in Route 11 [49].

Bus No. Start Point End Point No. of
Stops

Trip
Duration Trip Distance Operating Time Frequency

111 up Teekkarikylä Hyljeveneentie 45 42 min 16 km 5:53 a.m.–11:24 p.m. Every 20 min
111 down Hyljeveneentie Teekkarikylä 43 42 min 16.34 km 5:53 a.m.–11:24 p.m. Every 20 min

143 up Matinkylä (M) Munkkiranta 22 18 min 8.03 km 4:55 a.m.–11:06 p.m. Every 35 min
143 down Munkkiranta Matinkylä (M) 23 18 min 7.96 km 4:55 a.m.–11:06 p.m. Every 35 min

134 up Matinkylä (M) Tuomarilankallio 22 27 min 12.36 km 4:48 a.m.–11:07 p.m. Every 10 min
134 down Tuomarilankallio Matinkylä (M) 23 27 min 12.29 km 4:48 a.m.–11:07 p.m. Every 10 min

146 up Matinkylä (M) Alakaupunki 13 17 min 8.6 km 6:11 a.m.–11:51 p.m. Every 30 min
146 down Alakaupunki Matinkylä (M) 13 17 min 7.48 km 6:11 a.m.–11:51 p.m. Every 30 min

544 up Leppävaaran asema Alakaupunki 26 50 min 19.04 km 5:25 a.m.–10:10 p.m. Every 20 min
544 down Alakaupunki Leppävaaran asema 26 50 min 19.25 km 5:25 a.m.–10:10 p.m. Every 20 min

Table 3. e-bus specifications [50].

Driving range 150 km

Charging type Pantograph charging at depot

Charging time 3 min–6 min

Charging load 150 kW

Table 4. Trip Details.

Bus No. No. of Round Trips before
Charging Demand

No. of Round Trips
on Weekdays

No. of Round Trips
on Weekends

111 4 10 8
143 9 10 8
134 6 10 8
146 9 8 6
544 3 10 8

The charging dataset was prepared based on the methodology shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Charging Demand Prediction

The charging demand prediction was performed for the seven charging locations of
the e-buses by the methodology in Section 3. The actual and predicted charging demands
for the seven charging locations for weekdays, as well as weekends, are shown graphically
in Figures 5–18, respectively. It was observed that the charging load of weekdays was more
than weekends for all the charging locations. This was due to the fact that buses are less
frequent on weekends. The figures also indicate the effectiveness of the random forest in
predicting the charging load.

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

The impact of different parameters of the random forest model on its performance
is explored in this section. The performance comparison was conducted by comparing
performance indices, such as the accuracy, r score, MSE, MAE, and RMSE. The impacts of
n_estimators and random_state, which are hyperparameters of the model, on the perfor-
mance of the random forest were investigated. Table 5 reports the impact of n_estimators
on the performance of random forest with random_state = 0 for the seven charging datasets.
It was observed for dataset 1, dataset 4, and dataset 7 that the model performed best when
n_estimators = 100. In addition, for dataset 2, dataset 3, dataset 5, and dataset 6, the model
performed the best when n_estimators = 150. Table 6 gives the impact of random_state
on the performance of random forest with n_estimators = 100 for the seven charging
datasets. It can be discovered that the model performed the best when random_state = 0
for all the datasets except for dataset 6. For dataset 6, the model performed the best when
random_state = 5.
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Table 5. Impact of n_estimators on the performance of the random forest with random_state = 0.

Dataset n_Estimators Accuracy (%) r2_Score MSE MAE RMSE

1

10 95.8 0.7904484386038507 0.08515482695810565 0.055783242258652097 0.29181299998
50 97.65 0.8800961654043424 0.048724954462659384 0.031876138433515486 0.22073729739
100 97.68 0.8842984025981154 0.04701730418943534 0.031079234972677595 0.21683473935
150 97.60 0.8823373585743547 0.04781420765027322 0.031876138433515486 0.21866460081

2

10 99.70 0.9871291417051332 0.0036429872495446266 0.0031876138433515485 0.06035716402
50 99.95 0.9983911427131417 0.0004553734061930783 0.0004553734061930783 0.02133947998
100 99.86 0.995173428139425 0.001366120218579235 0.001366120218579235 0.03696106354
150 99.93 0.9975867140697124 0.0006830601092896175 0.0006830601092896175 0.02613541867

3

10 99.62 0.9699892251273617 0.00819672131147541 0.005236794171220401 0.09053574604
50 99.97 0.9991663673646489 0.00022768670309653916 0.00022768670309653916 0.015089291
100 99.90 0.9954150205055692 0.0012522768670309653 0.0010245901639344263 0.03538752417
150 99.95 0.9983327347292978 0.0004553734061930783 0.0004553734061930783 0.02133947998

4

10 99.96 0.9944342959897658 0.00034153005464480874 0.00034153005464480874 0.01848053177
50 100 1 0 0 0
100 100 1 0 0 0
150 100 1 0 0 0

5

10 99.32 0.945617411485014 0.01354735883424408 0.008993624772313297 0.11639312193
50 99.88 0.9926880553257161 0.0018214936247723133 0.001366120218579235 0.04267895997
100 99.94 0.9977150172892864 0.000569216757741348 0.000569216757741348 0.02385826392
150 99.95 0.9981720138314291 0.0004553734061930783 0.0004553734061930783 0.02133947998

6

10 98.13 0.9220482176028851 0.033925318761384333 0.023451730418943533 0.18418826988
50 99.28 0.9639015235879133 0.015710382513661202 0.009562841530054645 0.12534106475
100 99.06 0.9518686981172176 0.020947176684881604 0.012522768670309653 0.14473139495
150 99.55 0.9777654311954538 0.009676684881602914 0.005806010928961749 0.09837014222

7

10 99.54 0.9741018004614654 0.007969034608378871 0.005692167577413479 0.08926944946
50 99.78 0.9863109516724888 0.0042122040072859745 0.0028460837887067394 0.06490149464
100 99.85 0.9896407201845862 0.0031876138433515485 0.0020491803278688526 0.05645895715
150 99.80 0.9881608230680985 0.0036429872495446266 0.0025045537340619307 0.06035716402

Table 6. Impact of random_state on the performance of the random forest with n_estimators = 100.

Dataset Random_State Accuracy (%) r2_Score MSE MAE RMSE

1
0 97.68 0.8842984025981154 0.04701730418943534 0.031079234972677595 0.21683473935
5 97.30 0.8574062176955074 0.05874316939890711 0.03756830601092896 0.242369902
10 97.02 0.8452892618028056 0.06386612021857924 0.04109744990892532 0.25271747113

2
0 99.86 0.995173428139425 0.001366120218579235 0.001366120218579235 0.03696106354
5 99.88 0.9956386807903104 0.001138433515482696 0.001138433515482696 0.03374068042
10 99.92 0.9970207118380334 0.0007969034608378871 0.0007969034608378871 0.02822947857

3
0 99.90 0.9954150205055692 0.0012522768670309653 0.0010245901639344263 0.03538752417
5 99.79 0.9918073542716146 0.0020491803278688526 0.0020491803278688526 0.04526787302
10 99.89 0.9960259002160932 0.0010245901639344263 0.0010245901639344263 0.03200921998

4
0 100 1 0 0 0
5 100 1 0 0 0
10 100 1 0 0 0

5
0 99.94 0.9977150172892864 0.000569216757741348 0.000569216757741348 0.02385826392
5 99.85 0.9917225022647111 0.002163023679417122 0.0017076502732240437 0.04650831838
10 99.27 0.9927559523306366 0.0018214936247723133 0.001138433515482696 0.04267895997

6
0 99.06 0.9518686981172176 0.020947176684881604 0.012522768670309653 0.14473139495
5 99.60 0.9862847266479384 0.005578324225865209 0.004439890710382513 0.07468817996
10 99.18 0.9625448791489143 0.01616575591985428 0.010245901639344262 0.12714462599

7
0 99.85 0.9896407201845862 0.0031876138433515485 0.0020491803278688526 0.05645895715
5 99.76 0.9820208888963748 0.00546448087431694 0.0034153005464480873 0.07392212709
10 99.81 0.9875294439508934 0.003870673952641166 0.0025045537340619307 0.06221474063

4.4. Performance Comparison

The performance of the random forest model in coping with the charging demand
prediction problem is compared with the SVM. Table 7 reports the MSE, MAE, and RMSE
values computed by the SVM, as well as RF, for the seven charging datasets. It is apparent
that the values of MSE, MAE, and RMSE are much less by the RF for all the datasets as
compared to the SVM, thereby indicating the superior performances of the RF.
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Table 7. Comparison of the RF model with the SVM model.

Dataset Algorithm MSE MAE RMSE

1
SVM 0.26855646630236796 0.2114071038251366 0.51822433974
RF 0.04701730418943534 0.031079234972677595 0.21683473935

2
SVM 0.16666666666666666 0.13387978142076504 0.40824829046
RF 0.001366120218579235 0.001366120218579235 0.03696106354

3
SVM 0.20081967213114754 0.14685792349726776 0.44812907976
RF 0.0012522768670309653 0.0010245901639344263 0.03538752417

4
SVM 0.07172131147540983 0.0598816029143898 0.2678083484
RF 0 0 0

5
SVM 0.15710382513661203 0.13979963570127504 0.39636324897
RF 0.000569216757741348 0.000569216757741348 0.02385826392

6
SVM 0.18055555555555555 0.15186703096539161 0.42491829279
RF 0.020947176684881604 0.012522768670309653 0.14473139495

7
SVM 0.14993169398907105 0.13718123861566484 0.38721014189
RF 0.0031876138433515485 0.0020491803278688526 0.05645895715

5. Conclusions

Global warming, crisis of energy, and a degraded air quality index have compelled
electrification of the transport sector. Public e-buses are the first candidates for electrification
since the majority of public transport is dependent on them. Electrification of the public
e-buses will increase the load demand of the power grid, thus creating technological and
commercial challenges. Indeed, prediction of the e-bus charging load is a crucial issue for
maintaining the smooth and hassle-free operation of the power system. The present work
proposes a random-forest-based model for the prediction of e-bus charging demand for the
city of Helsinki, Finland. The model was validated for seven charging datasets for route 11
of Helsinki city. The simulation results show that the proposed approach is very capable of
predicting the charging demand accurately for all the datasets. Furthermore, the effect of
different parameters of random forest on its performance were tested for all the datasets,
and the optimal values of n_estimators and random_state were obtained. The performance
of the random forest was also compared with that of SVM for all seven charging datasets.
The computed values of MSE, RMSE, and MAE indicate the superiority of random forest
over SVM. Our approach can be used by charging station operators to effectively predict
the charging demand and to manage the charging load. The EV load was predicted in this
work for the public e-buses of Helsinki, which can be called categorical to some extent. The
EV load demand prediction for the non-categorical EV (both buses and private EVs) will be
considered in our future work, which mainly focuses on the following issues:

• The use of more sophisticated machine learning techniques for charging demand
prediction;

• Charging demand prediction for private electric vehicles;
• Use of the gene expression programming method for charging demand prediction.
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